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Radio and television interactive TV service with "business operation" in-depth 
development, the construction of interactive television service system needs to 
consider the diversity of business development, also need to consider the extension of 
continuous user growth, as part of "operation and management" inseparable, safety 
critical interactive TV system. With the rapid development of network and the rapid 
progress of application technology, the system security is becoming more and more 
important. The hacker attacks against the Internet gradually moved from the network 
layer to the system layer and application layer. A variety of novel types of hackers, 
viruses, vulnerabilities and common non-standard operations are very large 
probability of a serious threat to interactive VOD platform. In the process of cable TV 
users enjoy a stable service, there are also encountered various security risks, in order 
to provide safety capability of interactive TV system, the need for interactive 
television security system for unified planning and reinforcement construction. 
Interactive TV system security reinforcement construction from the multi-level 
view, with the existing security technology and means and practiced in the real 
network environment, make the interactive TV system as a security defense system 
can support the use of user groups, in order to ensure the interactive television system 
is safe and reliable under the premise, but also to protect the user can the normal use 
of the business safety. 
The purpose of this study is to design the interactive TV system network layer, 
application layer, system layer security scheme, and the scheme with the pursuit of 
research, elaborated the key technology involved, which provides a reference for the 
safety of radio and television network interactive TV system. 
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年，ARPA 指出了阿帕网的标准协议，即 TCP/IP 协议集，且该协议集是用于异
构网络的[7]。该网际互联网的主干网为阿帕网，人们将其称之 Internet。 
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